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Important according to Google magic.

Some issues which are raised by me in the Council meetings and or through mails to the IIChE
National Council are nor discussed in the meetings thoroughly, may be because the shortage of
time in meetings.
Now I request the Hon Secretary to please incorporate these points in the Agenda for 5th Council
so that they get due attention. These points are:
1. To increase the subvention amount From existing 25% to 75% and to give some financial
assistant particularly to smaller centers like ours which is interested in organizing more
events / activities. The subvention must be sent in time at least to the active center
2. To review and recall the decision to ask Regional Centers to pay some amount every year
starting from Rs 2500/- depending on the membership.
3. Updating the members database, particularly contact details - Try to collect contact
details of more and more members, motivate them to register for exercising thein voting
right. Regional Centres can play an important role in this matter if they are provided with
the details available in the database. We, at VRC have taken up this and could identify
6.7 members and now they are active in VRC. This will also lead to more and more
members participating in the elections process, both contesting and voting. In the year
2018, I wanted to take up this issue of updating database, but could not get the desired
information from HQ. But this is very important issue
4. One very important issue faced by the senior professionals whom we want to rope in as
Life members is that they are very senior but not internet savvy. We feel that for life
membership an option to send hard copy application (as was done earlier) should be
available. We have 5--7 such members ready to join immediately.

I request National Council to please take some decisions on
the above points.

